Reeeeeee the frogs,
of the nation of west-Kekistan have received a glorious religious vision from
our Lord Kek (peace be upon him), blessed be his name, to destroy and invade
somalia, in order to set up our own sovereign nation.
National Animal: Frog
National Sport: Competitive Ass Eating
National Anthem: https://youtu.be/cRpdIrq7Rbo?t=57
Anthem of Greater Kekistan: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sZJDYlxkM-c
National Dish: Kebab with bacon (muslim kryptonite)
National Currency: Shekels.
National drink: Soylent
National Slogan: I wouldn’t even colonize you
Official Movie: Soul Man
Language: Latin in Wingdings
National Capital: Constantinople 2.0 electric boogaloo
President for life: Big Man Tyrone
Battlecry: Reeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

Holidays
Date///:Kekistan workers day
Date///:Magic the Gathering games
Date///:Free helicopter rides
4th of july///: muh freedoms day

RULEBOOK
Rule 1: Traps are gay
Rule 1.1: There is two genders men, hillary clinton, women are objects.
Rule 2: Official font is wingdings, we will create the great new language that also has the
name wingdings
Rule 3: No CIA niggers
Rule 4: Make anime real
Rule 5: no silly fonts
Rule 6: Freedum of peaches
Rule 6.1: Freedom of speech is a given

Rule 7: Boomers get the bullet too
Rule 8: Communists get free helicopter rides
Rule 8.1: Socialists get free helicopter rides too
Rule 9: Antifa members are required to live on reservations and be exposed to regular
stonings.
Rule 9.1: This counts as animal cruelty, which is expected
Rule 10: NEETS must rise up
Rule 11: Trump supporting bronies are tolerable. The rest, Gulag.
Rule 12: Hands off my weapons you fucking statists
Rule 13: Furries will be used as living landmines (if they think they aren’t human, you can’t
have human rights if your not human)
Rule 14: Don’t put cats in drying machines.(unless its a furry)
Rule 14.1 Don’t tell me how to live my life.
Rule 15: McCarthy did nothing wrong.
Rule 15.1: Pinochet did nothing wrong.
Rule 16: Normies is the normie word for normalfag.
Rule:17: Pineapple on pizza is a death sentence.
Rule 18: Bacon is in/on everything food related.(including muslim synagogas)
Rule 19: Call CNN the communist news network and BBC the big bad communists.
Rule 20: Shawn King is White.
Rule 20.1: So is Rachel Dolezal
Rule 20.2 Richard Spencer is a nigger
Rule 21: When you see a CIA nigger glow in the dark, you run em over with your car
Rule 22: You need a 4chan gold pass to view this post
Rule 23: Kurt Eichenwald is a national treasure
Rule 24: #FreeTommy so he will always be free
Rule 25: The eternal Anglo has to be kept under control
Rule 26: All genital mutilation is illegal unless its hot.
Rule 27: This list has been brought to you by Hillary for America (™)
Rule 27.1: Bernie Sanders is an alt-right commie
Rule 28: Hitler did nothing wrong (they would have died eventually anyways?)
Rule 28.1: He did.
Rule 28.2: Nothing.
Rule 29: Food stamps will consist of peanuts or refugees.
Rule 30: Traps are still gay
Rule 31: Shock the gay out of them (Pence 2020 Deus Volt).
Rule 32: In any refugee crises, they shall be forcibly housed with anyone who advocates for
open borders.
Rule 33: We must secure the existence of our people and a future for our green children.
Rule 34: Porn is Illegal without a loicense, unless it is hand drawn.
Rule 34.1: So are butterknives, butterflies, butthurt, and non-surprise buttsecc
Rule 34.2: Rule34.xxx
Rule 34.3: Viewing cuck porn will be punished by castration
Rule 35: Trump is Daddy<3!!!
Rule 36: Everyone we don’t like is a communist.
Rule 37: The anglos did nothing right
Rule 38: Italians aren’t white
Rule 39: Nuke Canadia, EH?!

Rule 40: We Wuz Pharaohs N shit
Rule 41: Incel is OUR word
Rule 41.1: We must socialize the memes of production
Rule 42: Everyone that isn’t a frog should be gassed
Rule 43: anytime someone calls you right wing, just explain you’re an anarcho-radical
centrist-liberalist
Rule 43.1: Only radical free hate speech will be allowed.
Rule 43.2: All roads should be paved by dead communist CIA niggers, non-taxpayer funded.
Rule 44: Gypsies are all spies, gas 'em.
Rule 45: Our version of communism WILL NOT work this time.
Rule 45.1: Marx wrote great fiction.
Rule 46: The village wench MUST say NO before intercourse
Rule 47: Breathing heavily counts as consent.

Rule 47.1: Consent is subjective
Rule 47.2: Age of consent is decided by Amos Yee or Jared Fogle.
Rule 47.3 Fuck-corpses must have an expiration date, or pass the scratch and sniff test.
Rule 47.4: Fucked CIA nigger corpses must be reused for sidewalks
Rule 48: Only 22 year old boomers read the rules.
Rule 49: Sending bobs and vegana pics to The Primarch Sargon™ peace be inside
him(belly-area), is encouraged.
Rule 50: Furries have the fewer rights than animals, also no consent needed.
Rule 51: Chimpanzees have the same rights as the basketball-american population.
Rule 52: Extreme late term abortions, including post-birth, should be required for all who
disagree with muh feels.
Rule 53: Protect yourself today from all the little glow in the dark nigger faggots that want to
steal your precious white semen. Baseball bats work too.
Rule 54: A group of Kekistani is henceforth called a Kekkkle
Rule 54.1 Kekkkles pay with shekels
Rule 55: Mexican children should be separated at the border and re-used as animal feed.
Rule 56: I’m white guys
Rule 57: Gotta catch ‘em all: illegal CIA niggers
Rule 58: It’s not rape if we’re both screaming (REEEEEE)
Rule 69: “Because she is a lazy b-”
Rule 70: You HAVE to be hard all the time, women included

Rule 100: The Primarch Sargon™ will never rape you, get over it.
Rule 101: Ignore the fact we aggrandise meritocracy and you have to pay for rank, this is not
important and does not show a lack of care for our principles so shut up.
Rule 403: Access denied
Rule 404: Not found
Rule 666: Buy ANY memes necessary

The founding autists:

nation of islam
The Führer: ThePaganRabbi
Monica❤#9483-Village Wench
zashu#3222- new profit of mah Allah, “that guy with the voice”

Super Satan - Lord of the Incels
DeusMacha - Resident Snow-Mexican
Luciferian#4280 – Gipsyn’t
Westbend - Reluctantly Swedish
AAnarchYY - Village drunk
Hitler'sOffspring - Sopa De Macaco cook
Alexfree009 - Apparently Russian
nerkmind- Gigantic faggot
Hueban-i didn’t fit above

omg im kekkking all over myself

